LEE Johnny Chung  Kinect Microsoft

JANUARY 5 2012 in CS 380; at Stanford CSD.

I sit with Kwabena Boahen;
Dennis Allison also there;
Ted Selker sits in front of me;  Norm Hardy  to my L side.

Introducer says that Johnny Lee made the most popular video
that was not either nude or of a baby. 
He was known as the Wiimote guy at CMU.

Kinect:  had an opening party (prob in vegas) of   3000 people at opening
including cirque du soleil and an upside down living room

It has sold 2.5M units in 25 days.
(now up to 8 million in first 60 days)

work on Kinect involved 2000 people on it including
x box platform/ live... some aspects r confidential.

ryan geiss in silicon valley  and

jamie  shotton is a vision researcher in cambridge UK  at MSR.
3 difft guys working parallel.  (Johnny Lee and Janie and Ryan Geiss)

project natal  before.

2 years for a  project is a really  long time (recall  2007 - facebook had
only 30M users... it was pre iPhone  etc.)

Prime Sense provides the depth camera technology

alex kidman  dir of exploration  started working with ryan geiss
(note:  ryan just left to join google)

greenlit in fall 2008

e3 natal is when world first heard abt it in early 2009.

late 2008 had to merge the three algortihms.

shipped 2 difft algos on the console.

in 10 months  they went from a rough lab demo to productizable algo .!!!!

need to deal with weird hair, beards, clothes.
small and large people;  people  together  touching

chairs... bean bags,  sofas, pets   dealing lap dos

mirrors in living rooms

position of camera...  its field of view.

test matrix:  clothes, furniture, pets, angle.

parent helping dtr;  big dogs,  kid with a trash can on his head;

hair,  body type,  fov  = field of view.

Note:  cannot require user to do calibration/ registration; 
 no body calibraiton,  no bkgrd calibration
NO calibration.

Q  in re: wii fit  calibration

he does demo

it can work with people sitting on poofy couches.

How does it work?

similar to camera pairs for stereo.

have  projection and camera...  

build a kinect every 1.5 seconds.

disparity btwn  projection and camera.

do  bkgrnd/ floor removal;
segmentation,  normalization

body  part classifier;

what's the prob that this is a hand, a head;

shape classifier;

body part classifier;
depth image  to body parts  to do  3d  projection.

(early algo used  volumetric repres... had to dump it... too slow)

defintion of fast is  real-time   in comp vision means  < 33ms  frame rate 
 but in xbox must do it in zero ms  cuz rest of it is for playing games.

wired polling of controller at 4 ms.

this project had feasibility risk.
can we do it  with infinite developers and infinite time.

dev,  test,  pm:  pm = project manager

project manger simultan  gives  specs to developers and to test engrs.

what is ground truth? (in this system)

where is center of users head;  center of hand;

how many degrees of freedom should skeleton have;

rotation;  how many spine joints;  neck joints
volumetric dimensions
tradeoff btwn stability and degr of freedom for skeleton.
r the elbows and knees important?.

should they be surface joints or inside the skeleton.

tradeoffs;   one is really bad but others are right;
what's the defn of occluded.

how confident are we in the joint position;
how to eval  the quality of  algo.. a mini research project, in and of itself;
dont' want to overfit  to the developers bodies;
but most players are males   20 to 40 yrs old .. same as developers.

gave out rough betas  to 2000 msft employees;

how to get ground truth;  use mo cap  either optical or EM = electromag.
can do manual tagging with a bunch of people.

for 2 months  we were the second top project on mech turk to do  2d tagging;
pay 4 cents per hit.

how do u push buttons without buttons?

free form, unconstrained gesture input has never been done before  at any signif scale.

how do u start interactions/ stop interax;  how do u avoid accid input
how to accom user variation
what's in control?
how do u pass control?

if drinking beer causesthe controller to activate that's bad.

dont' want to require lots of  training by the user;
does anyone in range of the sensor get to activate;  how to pass control

AUDIO is also a first;
multi-channel echo cancellation  by ivan tashev at msr = MSFT Res.  +  TELLME  a msft  subsid.

long range  continuous speech recog  with echo cancellation...

Put that there   a paper by richard bolt  siggraph 1980
requires calibrated  screen  (eg   put the blue dot on cuba in a map

lot of relevant stuff in social communicaton psychology but hard to apply.
also need semantic understanding.

virtual desktop;  can lay it flat;
Adam...  is great at Lion Head.

similar to Tom Cruise in Minority Report

lessons learned from UI explorations
prototypes - throw away code.. restart from scratch every week.
UI was like exploring a wilderness..
exploration is best done in small indep groups;
learning = failing

look at a  wave....  he shows  6 difft kinds of waves;  queen wave (like Queen Eliz.);  
kid wave;  full arm wave etc.

xbox needs to indicate to you that it sees you;

how it feels is paramount;
visual feedback provides  communicative grounding.

do u do hand focused algo  or  full body focused algo;

he came up with new hand focused algo.

he shows kids  sitting on  hands  to avoid having their hands get tracked;

he shows big box of all possible user inputs;
we navigate in some constained space.

probabilisitic algos  for interactive input CANNOT be explored in isolaton from the target apps.
sales = 2.5 M in 25 days;  Kinect;
MSFT   talk at CES  will start in 10 mins.

xbox came out in  2003 .. is really old  and is  lame compared to his lap top;

Q:  would an fpga  help.. some really hot  hardware...
A  it would help;  could do  another round of optimizaiton;
(we cud come  out with  a new xbox  but that wud cut out our installed base)

the steam roller tends to win 
 (said in regard  to innovation at msft.. he thinks people tend to
be  over-ambitious but steam roller of devel.  works

he wanted to have a developers  conf  for  kinect....  there is no open source;
gaming is the largest app... msft DID see the potential.

primesense gives u the depth data;
Q   do u have to throw out data  A:  no data is pretty clean;
Q  how impt  is tilt; 
 A  pretty important;  some games r feet based;
some games r hand based.

gaming industry is willing to rewrite all the software from scratch for each gener.
they are much more innovative.

he's a big fan of video documentation  for  code and programs;

we cud try this, we cud try this....
product guys need to cut it off  when product gets locked down.

ok  we'll  stop  devel  on this product but
 continue work on stuff that will go into the next one.

Q  projection  is a structured dot  pattern  that's as much as he will say;
laser  behind  diffuser  is the projector;
he refuses to answer question abt  registration  btwn   projection  and camera.

all  three guys' algos  got baked into the current algo;

Q: Ted Selker asks abt  delay  (latency)  with lidar etc.
A:  latency is not bad when u compare to  traditional game controller;
perhaps only one or 1.5 frames behind;
large body  gesture takes abt  600 ms  or so... so tacking on another 100 ms is not bad.

he was not a comp vision person  before;
he is just learnng abt  SLAM  and QTAM;  just becoming real-time;
"  a big chunk of robotics  is  vision:  fast, robust"
how good can u get it in 30 msec.



